
Black Quantum Futurism, IRL Black Womxn Temporal Portal (2019), Painted Bride Art Center (image courtesy Vera List Center for Art and politics; photo by D1L0 DeMille) | VLC fellow Rasheedah Phillips of Black
Quantum Futures will present Towards a Temporal Rezoning: Unmapping the Time Zones as part of the 2020 forum on October 8.Every two years, the New Schoolâ€™s Vera List Center for Art and Politics (VLC)
chooses a new theme for its biannual cycle of exhibitions, film screenings, conversations, and more. A core element of each cycle is the centerâ€™s Forum, during which artists, curators, activists, and scholars unpack
aspects of the themeÂ in a series of timely, incisive programs.This year&#8217;s theme, â€œAs For Protocols,â€• will turn attention to the myriad systems, structures, and language paradigms that undergird even our
most everyday activities â€” an apt point of inquiry, given the current administrationâ€™s pointed attacks on the very foundations of democracy and civic life in the US.As Carin Kuoni, senior director and curator of the
center, explained via email, â€œ[protocols] speak of power, authority, and process and while often associated with oppression or rigid rules, they can in fact be the opposite, liberating forces. They set the terms for the
conditions for engagement, and, properly defined, agreed on, and followed, they can lead to empowerment and agency.â€•This yearâ€™s forum will kick off with a tribute to the influential art historian and critic, Maurice
Berger, who passed away in March from COVID-19 complications. Known for advancing critical conversations about race and representation, Berger was also the VLCâ€™s very first fellow, someone who â€œformed the
intellectual heart of those early years of our center,â€• as Kuoni explained. The evening of programming will include performances by artist and researcher Robert Sember, pianist Sarah Rothenberg, and a conversation
with artist Nona Faustine and scholars and curators Kinshasha Holman Conwill, Sarah Lewis, and Lonnie G. Bunch III, among others.Over the course of its five-day run, the forum will also present numerous events that
hone in on the intersections of art, activism, Indigeneity, and environmental justice â€” the latter two feeling particularly urgent given the disproportionate effect of the pandemic on Native communities and the decimation
of the Environmental Protection Agency.Â On October 7, artist Carolina Caycedo (a current VLC fellow) will be joined by Natalie Diaz, an Akimel Oâ€™odham poet and founding director of the Arizona-based Center for
Imagination in the Borderlands, for a conversationÂ about howÂ considerations of Indigeneity can be applied to understandings of place and borders. Later that same day, artist and fellow Maria Hupfield will team up with
writer and musician Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, (both of whom are Anishinaabe, though from different communities) for a discussion ofÂ  the art of refusal and the value of narratives informed by Anishinaabe
worldviews.Where: online, via the Vera List CenterWhen: October 6â€“10, various timesSee the Vera List Center for more information and a full schedule.  A guerilla projection illuminates the facade of Trump International
Hotel in Washington, DC with a portrait of slain Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi (all photos by David Butow and courtesy of Freedom First and Amnesty International USA)Today, October 2, marks two years since the
brutal murder of the Saudi Washington Post columnist Jamal Khashoggi. To honor his memory, the human rights organizations Freedom First and Amnesty International USA covertly projected large-scale portraits of
Khashoggi and other Saudi freedom activists onto various buildings across Washington, DC, including the Embassy of Saudi Arabia.The guerilla action, organized as part of the Freedom Initiative for political prisoners in
the Middle East, started at dawn with the projection of a larger than life image of Khashoggi onto the facade of the Suadi Embassy in DC. It then traveled across the city with portraits of prominentÂ prisoners of conscience
including womenâ€™s rights activist Loujain Alhathloul and physician Dr. Walid Fitaihi. Other locations included the Trump International Hotel at 1100 Pennsylvania Ave; the National Gallery of Art; the Washington Post
headquarters; and Squire Patton BoggsÂ law firm, whichÂ provides lobbying services to the Saudi government.A large-scale portrait of Jamal Khashoggi, with vigil candles, projected onto the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in
Washington, DCThe projections also included an image of President Donald Trump with the Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad Bin Salman (MBS), accompanied by theÂ phrase I saved his ass. The quote comes from one
of Trump&#8217;s interviews with journalist Bob Woodward in which he described how he protected the Saudi leader from facing consequences after the murder of Khashoggi.Another projection urged people to take a
Freedom Pledge, committing to spread awareness of universal human rights and to challenge authoritarian regimes that silence dissent.A photo of President Donald Trump with the Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad Bin
Salman (MBS), accompanied by the phrase I saved his ass, is projected onto the Trump International HotelÂ An image of the Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman with the phrase TYRANT REFORMIST,
projected onto the offices of the law firm of Squire Patton Boggs in Washington, DCNews about Khashoggi&#8217;s murder shocked the world in 2018. According to reports, the journalist was gruesomely dismembered
during a visit to the Saudi consulate in Istanbul in October of that year. The Saudi government called the assassination a â€œrogue operationâ€• after denying any involvement in the incident for weeks.Two years after his
murder, Khashoggi&#8217;s body still hasn&#8217;t been found.Saudi Arabiaâ€™s courts routinely deny defendants access to lawyers and sentence people to death following grossly unfair trials, said Philippe Nassif of
Amnesty International in a statement today. On the anniversary of your assassination, we promise you, Jamal, to always tell your story and to fight tirelessly until justice and truth are served. Rest in peace.â€•A projection
of Jamal Khashoggi&#8217;s portrait onto the Washington Post headquartersA portrait of womenâ€™s rights activist Loujain Alhathloul, projected on the offices of the law firm of Squire Patton BoggsÂ Two years ago,
Jamal Khashoggi was brutally murdered in the Saudi consulate, said Lina Alhathloul, sister of imprisoned activist Loujain Alhathloul. In the same year, my sister was kidnapped, imprisoned and tortured by the same
men.They are all still walking free and remain in power, Alhathloul continued. How many more lives will be lost before this impunity ends? I refuse to wait until I mourn my sister to demand justice for all.â€•Ahmad Fitaihi,
son of Dr. Walid Fitaihi, added: â€œMy father is an American citizen, a Harvard-trained doctor and a critical health care leader of Saudi Arabiaâ€™s coronavirus response. He was arbitrarily detained and tortured without
trial for over a year. If Jamal can be murdered in broad daylight and an American citizen can be treated this way in Saudi Arabia, who is safe?â€•  A display of Benin Bronzes at the British Museum. International calls to
repatriate cultural objects, including the bronzes, have created ongoing conversations about colonialism and the role of cultural institutions. (via @archier/Flickr)This September, Isaiah Ogundele and Mwazulu Diyabanza
were brought to trial for separate acts of protest calling for the repatriation of African artifacts held by European museums. On September 18, a London court convicted Ogundele in absentia for
â€œthreatening/abusive/insulting words or behavior with the intent to cause harassment, alarm, or distressâ€• during a protest at the Museum of London Docklands. On September 30, Congo-born activist Diyabanza and
four of his fellow members of the Pan-African group Les Marrons Unis Dignes et Courageux stood trial in Paris on charges of attempted theft for an action staged at the cityâ€™s Quai Branly Museum. A verdict is
scheduled for October 14.On June 12, Diyabanza, who is a spokesperson for UnitÃ© DignitÃ© Courage, led a group of four people in a live-streamed protest at the Quai Branly Museum in Paris, an institution notorious for
its collection of artifacts from sub-Saharan Africa. Diyabanza&#8217;s companions filmed him giving a speech about the need to reclaim property plundered from Africa during the colonial period, in which he noted that the
museum was financially profiting off of these thefts. â€œToday, we are recuperating what is ours,â€• he said in the livestream.Diyabanza removed a 19th-century funerary post, made in modern-day Chad or Sudan, from
where it was installed in the gallery. He then attempted to leave the museum with the pole with the stated goal of repatriating it to Africa, but was apprehended by museum security. The protest would not be his last in this
vein:Â in July, he took a sword from the Museum of African, Oceanic, and Native American Arts in Marseille, and in mid-September, he took a statue from the Africa Museum in Berg en Dal in the Netherlands.In response
to being charged with the attempted theft of an African artifact from the Quai Branly, Diyabanza in turn accused the French government of theft. He defendedÂ the act as a political statement, saying that he had no
intention of actually stealing the object.In the courtroom this week, it wasnâ€™t only Diyabanzaâ€™s protest that was under discussion, but also theÂ broader issue of repatriation itself. Yves Goulard, a lawyer for Quai
Branly, said that the protest was aggressive and unnecessary, as France and Africa are currently in conversation regarding the need for large-scale restitution. Hakim Chergui, a defense lawyer, argued that sweeping
repatriation should have occurred long ago.A display of bronze objects at the Museum of London Docklands in the London, Sugar, &amp; Slavery exhibition (via Elliot Brown/Flickr)Six months prior to Diyabanzaâ€™s
action at the Quai Branly, Isaiah Ogundele raised objections to colonial displays at the Museum of London Docklands. On January 29, Ogundele visited the permanent exhibition London, Sugar, &amp; SlaveryÂ at the
institution, which is dedicated to telling the history of Londonâ€™s ports and docks, including their role in the transatlantic slave trade.Â The exhibition featured two Benin Bronzes â€” a leopard-shaped vessel from the
16th century and a brass plaque from the 16th or 17th century â€” and two Ife replica pieces on long-term loan from the British Museum since 2008. Ogundele reportedly knocked over several statues in a bid to seize
them and return them to their country of origin, while shouting at museum staff.Ogundele failed to show up for his trial;Â the Metropolitan Police are currently attempting to locate him. Citing solidarity with Ogundele,
Diyabanza told artnet News:It is a disgrace to the supposedly democratic monarchy of Great Britain to condemn someone for peacefully expressing their opinions. The British judiciary has just rallied without any
resistance behind the injunctions of an oligarchy that refuses to see Africa gain access to its cultural heritage and priceless heritage.Onyekachi Wambu, Executive Director of the African Foundation for Development
(AFFORD), said of Ogundeleâ€™s trial: â€œJudging by the evidence given in court, what the young man needed was additional support to help with his welfare, not criminalization.â€•â€œAttempts to criminalize those
participating in these campaigns should be avoided at all costs, not least when we consider the initial violent and murderous circumstances in which these collections were acquired, Wambu continued. Criminalizing the
descendants of those original victims intensifies the original crimes.â€•  From Tiny World (courtesy Apple)I absolutely love nature documentaries. Even the least innovative ones usually manage to capture some
astonishing footage of Earth and all its wonderful creatures. As part of its plan to gain a foothold in the streaming market, Apple TV+ is premiering several different nature docuseries this fall. The first isÂ Tiny World,
which, as its name suggests, is all about some of our smallest neighbors. And let me tell you, this shit, as the saying goes, is giving me life.On a technical level, some of the photography this show pulls off is just
astonishing. We&#8217;re accustomed to fantastical scenes of animals in action from docs like this, but rarely on the level that its working at, usually framed through the most extreme close-ups. If you step back for a
second and take all the technical challenges into consideration, you can appreciate how cool this is. Or you can not think about that at all and just appreciate how endlessly adorable these critters are. Look at that pygmy
marmoset playing with that bug!Â Look at it!Tiny World is now available on Apple TV+.  Fr
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